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Primers: Inspiration from a 
Five-Day U.K. Whirlwind 

The Primers in this document were inspired by a whirlwind week my colleagues and I spent in London earlier 
this year. We had been hired by UCL (University College London) to attract U.S. students to one of the 
world’s Top 10 universities – a school almost no one in the U.S. has heard of. As you’ll see in the case study 
on page 4, in five days we:

• Completed discovery, including a brand awareness survey of UCL in the U.S.

• Created a brand-focused enrollment strategy and marketing plan

• Developed sample creative concepts and messaging to bring the UCL brand to life

As our UCL client said, “We were gobsmacked by how much you accomplished in just a week!” 

This success, combined with the seismic changes caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, got us thinking that 
today, more than ever, colleges and universities need fast, smart, strategic ways to define their brand, create 
powerful digital experiences and attract prospective students.

These Primers will help you jumpstart the next era of marketing and enrollment at your institution – quickly 
and affordably. They will be run by senior members of the Primacy team, all of whom have deep experience 
in higher education, and they’ll allow you to move forward confidently despite the ongoing uncertainty.

Matt Cyr
Managing Director of Education
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A Bit About Primacy

• 130+ people, independent, full service agency

• Broad expertise in strategy, branding, marketing, 
user experience, creative and technology 

• Deep experience in the Education, Healthcare, 
Financial Services industries

• Success with a wide range of schools: large public 
universities and small liberal arts colleges, 
traditional on-campus and fully online, 
undergraduates to working adults, higher education 
and K-12, U.S. and U.K.
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Case Study: UCL

The Challenge
In one week, develop a bold, new strategy to attract adventurous, high-achieving U.S. 
high school students to UCL (University College London) – ranked 10th in the world, 
but nearly unknown in the U.S. 

The Work
The team only had a week, so we dove right in. And we dove deep. Day one, we 
fielded a survey of the U.S. market in order to get a better understanding of UCL’s 
name recognition and reputation, and prospects’ willingness to study outside the 
U.S. Simultaneously, we started campus discovery interviews, talking with students 
and other key audiences to understand what makes UCL a compelling place to learn 
and live. We then developed a profile marrying prospect values with UCL’s equities, 
and defined a unique approach to the U.S. market.  

The Results
The team departed London after just five days, leaving behind a wealth of tangible 
insights, ideas and data. The new communications and marketing approach included 
a content and messaging framework, targeted recommendations by channel, a tiered 
timeline approach, and sample creative ideas. They’re the building blocks UCL is 
using to better focus their communication and recruitment efforts and become as 
iconic in the U.S. as they are in the UK.

“We were gobsmacked by how much you accomplished in just a week!” 
- Jo Turner, UCL Liaison & Recruitment Manager 

For the full UCL case study, please visit:
theprimacy.com/agency-work/university-college-london
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https://www.theprimacy.com/agency-work/university-college-london
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Case Study: Cornell CALS

The Challenge
Cornell University’s College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (CALS) was ready to 
launch their new brand, and needed a best-of-breed web system to bring it to life. It 
needed to simultaneously engage prospective students, drive awareness of their 
mission, and showcase the amazing breadth and impact of the CALS community. 
They challenged Primacy to design and build an ecosystem that made their unique 
approach tangible, and unlike other higher education websites. 

The Work
Primacy conducted several focus groups, sharing early ideas, concepts and UX 
designs to get real feedback from the CALS community. Then, collaborating with the 
CALS team, the new architecture and design was finalized. The new site structure 
helps showcase the breadth and scale of life-changing work and research at CALS, 
while the content and taxonomy framework we developed invited further exploration 
on a topical basis, delivering stories of CALS impact both locally and globally. The 
new “Life. Changing.” brand platform is brought to life through photography, copy, 
design, and dynamic interactive elements that guide users to explore research, 
breakthroughs, stories and happenings at CALS. 

The Results
Where CALS once had a loose matrix of separately managed and disconnected sites, 
they now have a unified content engine that truly exemplifies the interconnectivity 
of their work and research. The site launched in November of 2019, met with praise 
and excitement from CALS stakeholders, students, faculty and more. 
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For the full CALS case study, please visit:
https://www.theprimacy.com/agency-work/cornell-cals

https://www.theprimacy.com/agency-work/cornell-cals
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Case Study: Boston College

The Challenge
BC’s Part-Time MBA, offered by the Carroll School of Management, faces fierce 
competition in Boston and beyond. Our goal was to increase leads, inquiries, 
applications and enrollments for the PT-MBA program. Also, decrease the cost per 
lead and optimize the prospective student lead nurture stream.

The Work
• Creative platform development

• Media strategy development

• Media planning and buying, including paid search, display, and social media

• Measurement and reporting

• Creative development, testing and optimization

• CRM and Marketing Automation support, including creation of lead generation and 
lead nurture sequences for prospective students

• Landing pages and emails – copywriting and design

The Results
• Exceeded lead generation goals, +218% since FY2018

• Increased the number of application completes +24% since FY2018

• Increased enrollments +49% since FY2018
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Higher Education Marketing Primers

• Define Your Brand Strategy

• Bring Your Brand to Life

• Fast-Track a Strategic Creative Campaign

• Fine-Tune Your Enrollment Marketing Strategy

• Maximize Your CRM

• Update Your Personas & Journey Maps

• Develop a Digital Strategy

• Supercharge Your SEO

• Evaluate Your Accessibility Compliance

• Measure What Matters

Each Primer is designed to be a fast, strategic and affordable way to define your brand, create powerful digital experiences and attract 
prospective students. They take between one and four weeks to complete, and cost between $10,000 and $60,000.

Brand Primers Digital Experience Primers Enrollment Marketing Primers



Having a defined brand position – and 
communicating it clearly and creatively 
across all of your channels – is more 
important than ever. 

These Primers will give you the brand clarity 
you need, the creative spark you require and 
the communications strategy it takes to 
make it all work.

Brand Primers
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Brand Primers

Primer Challenge How This Primer Will Help What’s Included Timeline Cost

Define Your 
Brand 
Strategy

Now more than ever it’s critical to clarify 
and communicate your brand’s 
distinctiveness. But brand strategy 
projects are often time and resource 
intensive, and outdated by the time 
they’re done.

Develop a clear, actionable brand 
strategy without committing endless 
resources – in weeks, not months.

• Evaluation of current brand and key 
communications

• Discovery process, including a digital survey of 
up to 3 key audiences

• Brand strategy document with key findings and 
recommendations, including: strategic point of 
view, competitive opportunities, key audience 
articulation, value proposition, content approach 
and a high-level communications plan

3-4 weeks $50,000

Bring Your 
Brand to Life

Higher education rebranding projects 
often end up getting “lost in translation.” 
The findings are sound, but challenges 
abound in bringing the brand to life.

Revisit your rebrand and make your 
investment far more actionable – and 
tangible. This Primer will help you 
turn strategy into execution, quickly.

• Audit of existing brand strategy research & 
findings

• Communications/messaging approach for your 
top 3 audiences

• Examples of brand executions across key 
channels 

• 2 distinct creative mood boards showing how to 
bring your brand to life

2 weeks $40,000

Fast-Track a 
Strategic 
Creative 
Campaign

Developing a new or revitalized creative 
campaign for enrollment, brand, or both 
can be a laborious, daunting process. But 
higher ed today requires campaign 
development as agile as the marketplace.

This rapid-response creative Primer 
will deliver you a new campaign in 3 
weeks or less. And our award winning 
creative team means your creative 
will be both fresh and effective.

• Audit of research, strategy and creative assets
• Creative opportunity point of view and Strategic 

Creative Brief
• 3 campaign concepts showing an example digital 

display ad and print ad

2-3 weeks $50,000



A strong digital ecosystem is critical to the 
success of your marketing, communications 
and enrollment efforts.

These Primers will get your team focused on 
the critical first steps you need to take to 
ensure your prospects can find you online –
and you can measure the impact of your 
efforts.

Digital Experience 
Primers
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Digital Experience Primers

Primer Challenge How This Primer Will Help What’s Included Timeline Cost

Develop a 
Digital 
Strategy

Now more than ever, your prospects are 
evaluating you virtually, but your digital 
experience is inconsistent, your 
messaging is unclear and your technology 
is out of date.

Rethink your virtual experience and 
rapidly develop a roadmap to get the 
most out of your entire digital 
ecosystem.

• Evaluation of current website from the following 
perspectives: brand, UX, creative, SEO, technical, 
analytics and accessibility 

• Persona and journey map review and updates
• Evaluation of social media channels for brand, 

creative and audience targeting
• Strategy document with new website vision and 

implementation imperatives, persona and journey 
map updates, and recommendations for 
improvement in UX, creative, SEO, technical, 
analytics, accessibility and social media channels

3-4 weeks $60,000

Supercharge 
Your SEO

Organic website traffic is “free” 
advertising for your institution, but what if 
you’re ranking for the wrong keywords or 
missing opportunities to maximize the 
strength of your website’s domain? 

Dramatically improve your organic 
traffic with a best-in-class SEO 
strategy so you can get the most out 
of search.

• Evaluation of current state of SEO on your 
primary website and up to 3 other institutional 
websites, including top keywords and domain 
authority

• Recommendations for top 10 improvements to 
enhance organic search performance

1 week $10,000
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Digital Experience Primers

Primer Challenge How This Primer Will Help What’s Included Timeline Cost

Evaluate 
Your 
Accessibility 
Compliance

Accessibility compliance is a critical issue 
for colleges and universities, but scanning 
software captures only 30-40% of issues 
and ongoing compliance is a real 
challenge.

Find your hidden accessibility risks 
before others do. In this primer, we’ll 
evaluate your site, provide you a 
report of the most critical issues and 
train your staff on how to stay 
compliant.

• Evaluation of homepage, Tier 1, Tier 2, search, 
major functionality (up to 10 pages) and one 
complex and one simple form, 1 representative 
PDF

• Programmatic scan, color contrast check, 
multimedia test, keyboard-only browsing and 
manual testing

• Report and meeting outlining major accessibility 
violations and remediation recommendations

• 2 days of staff accessibility testing

1 week $15,000

Measure 
What 
Matters

Higher ed institutions are increasingly 
inundated with too much data and not 
enough insight – leaving you with a pile of 
useless numbers. 

Do more with your data with a 
comprehensive data strategy. Our 
analytics and enrollment experts will 
partner with you to decide what to 
measure, how to measure it and what 
to do with what you learn.

• Audit and report of existing measurement and 
reporting strategy 

• Audit of existing website tagging structure
• Measurement strategy, including KPI 

development
• Recommendations to improve website tagging 

1 week $10,000



The student recruitment landscape has 
changed forever, and there are things you can 
do to be successful in the new environment.

These Primers will ensure that you’re targeting 
the right prospects in the right markets with 
the right messages – and you can track their 
activities at every step along the journey.

Enrollment 
Marketing Primers
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Enrollment Marketing Primers

Primer Challenge How This Primer Will Help What’s Included Timeline Cost

Fine-Tune 
Your 
Enrollment 
Marketing 
Strategy

Prospects are evaluating colleges and 
universities in all-new ways, but most 
schools are still using last year’s strategy. 

Rapidly refine your enrollment 
strategy to align with the new realities 
of COVID-19.  Primacy will help you 
identify new priorities and 
opportunities as education undergoes 
tremendous change.

• Evaluation of current enrollment marketing 
strategy and related performance metrics

• Enrollment marketing strategy targeting key 
audiences of prospective students (undergrad, 
grad, adult learner, online, hybrid, in-person), 
includes tactical and channel recommendations

2 weeks $40,000

Maximize 
Your CRM

CRMs are a lifeline to your prospects, but 
without a clear strategy they can be a 
hindrance or, worse, a detriment.  

Get your CRM to work for you, not the 
other way around. This evaluation will 
ensure you’re maximizing your CRM 
to stay in touch with prospects 
effectively and empathetically.

• Evaluation of current CRM communications 
flow(s) 

• Review and recommendations for email nurture 
stream, including key messages

• Review and recommendations for landing pages 
and forms

2 weeks $25,000

Update Your 
Personas & 
Journey 
Maps

Your prospects and their decision-making 
process have changed, but your personas 
and journey maps are still focused on a 
pre-COVID world.

This UX-driven process will update 
your personas and journey maps to 
reflect new insights into the 
demographics, decision-making 
criteria and challenges your 
prospects face so your marketing is 
focused on the future.

• Review of current personas, journey maps and 
enrollment marketing strategy

• Competitive analysis
• Updated personas and journeys with 

recommendations for marketing, communications 
and measurement 

1-2 weeks $15,000
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Growth-Focused Strategic Partners 
Curated teams of big picture strategic thinkers and highly specialized subject matter 
experts, deployed on-demand, just when you need them. We take a problem-solving, 
opportunity-seeking, consultative approach to solving your organization’s needs and 
challenges.

Impactful Brand Accelerators
We know how to do the hard work of making a brand tangible, taking it from words in 
a strategy deck to websites, print communications, emails, landing pages, social 
posts, etc, that help people understand why you matter in the world. 

Broad and Deep Education Experts 
We’ve worked with large public universities and small liberal arts colleges, traditional 
on-campus and fully online, undergraduates to working adults, higher education and 
K-12, U.S. and U.K.

Insightful Thought Leaders
We stay ahead of the curve by investing in our own ongoing proprietary research, 
insights, whitepapers, webinars and more. 

Primacy’s Education 
Practice

Strategic 
Education Experts

Digital & Data 
At Our Core

A Truly Full-
Service Agency



Thank You!

Interested in learning more about about these 
transformational marketing and enrollment 
acceleration packages?

Get in touch with us at: 
Education@ThePrimacy.com


